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Bowling Green
looks back 50 years

This is
no
cheap
•
pizza.

,

Oh, sure, we could cut
down on the size, use
arti ficial c heese, skimp
on th e ilems and then se ll
it two for one. But we
just don' t believe in doing
business that way.

At Domino's Pizza, we
believe in large helpings
and quality ingred ients.
Why, that's w hy people
love pizza. And we think
that's whe re the va lue is.
For ovef 20 years, we've
been making the best
pizza we know how, and
we've been delivering it
free, in30 minulesor less.
Call us, tonight.

30
minutes
or free!

II.

If your pizza does nol
arrive within 30 minutes,
you r pizza is free

Fast, Free Delivery

Good at participating
locations.

Fast, Free Delivery
1383 Cenler 5 1.
Phone: 781·9494
1505 U.S, 31 ·W Bypass
Telephone~ 781-6063
We use only 100% real
dai'ry cheese.

Domino' s Pizza Deli vers . ,.

Drivers carry under 520.

l,mit..., ""'''''''1 a' ...
Cl I\I82 0"",...., . p,,,,," Inc.

Free
Cola!

II.

Free Cola !
Get 2 free colas with
any 12" pizza, o r 4 1ree
colas with any 16"
pizza

Fast , Free Delivery
Good at participating
locati ons.

,(right) Min i

Op Compact

Oxygen Concentrator

..

(above) StBodyn- Pain ContrOl Devices

(right) Econo 2@Oxygen Concentrator L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.J

Serving South Central
Kentucky's growing
health care needs
C.R.T.S .. Inc. is a new and growing
locally owned business specializing In ·
home hea lth care .
C.R.T.S. offers a full line 01 durable
medical equipment that can be bought or
rented by the patient.
Service is important, too. Free
delivery and se t up is included wh en
equipment is rented or bought.
For more information, about C.R.T.S.,
contact us at (502) 761·2767. Stop by our
ollice located at 730 Fairview, Bowling
Green.
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NATURAL GAS . • .STlll
your best and
most efficient
energy buy!
• d '''. , .On 0' T E ,,"'S ... M E A " ..... E .. EA GY

COA~OA '"

TlO ..

We're with you.
In th is IIccell-r ated age, bunking plays an increasingly
importa nt part'in your life. At Citi~cns National B.1nk,
we s(rl'1.1: (0 play our pan "'c1L"lQ ~lfl'gIWTd your funds
and help them grow, 10 provide ~dditional funds when

you ncro [hem, to furnish such CQllvcn icrKt'S as our
Anytime Tellers. to counsel you in financial mattt'rs,

and to bring all tht'S(: modern banking scn;Ct'S
to you at 7 convenient, full-scrvkc locations.

For whate\'er rC;lSQnlyou !1C1.:d a han k ..whenever you
one... II'('re with you at eNB!
0 7 full-l;Cl"\;ce locations, 0 9 Anytime Tclkr loealions, 0 Complete Trust Services, 0 Complete Mortgage
St.'TVicl'S. 0 So:.fc [)qn;i t Box Rental, 0 Full Banking
S.:rvicL'S. Offices: Main Office, Main Place, Ashley Circle,
11I.·....d

781 5000
,.

Cave Mill Ro."ld, L"'lin Avenue, l3owlinglGTt"C1l
M:l1L Nonh Gate, Smiths Grow.

C:;~ Citizens National Bank
BowlingGrcm . KY 42101

Meml"" ED.l.e .

Spotlight:
Commllnity Spotlight is a flew
departmenl for Bowling Green
magazinc, /11 if. 11'(' spotlight pl'op/e
in ollr community who have IInique
falell( s or occupations. or have COIIl ribllred mbs({llltiaf time alld efforT

to the commullity.
{fyoll know someol/(' like this.
a friend or a neiKhbor. let l i S know .
Write liS at:
Spotlight Departmellt
Bowling Green "IaRa?,;n£'
321 Academic Complex
Weslern Kentllckv University
Bowlin!? Creen. K Y 42101

Starting Stance
Remember watching the 1976
or 1980 Olympics? Did you happen
to notice the agile. thin. sandy-haired
runner from Great Btiti,m competinq

in the steeplechase? Well, if you
didn't see Tony Staynings then you
might just see him running arou,nd
Bowling Green now.

-

Mrs. F r'e ernar

I

P o w ell
4

8m!"i,,!: Grcen

Staynings, a Bristol. England
native, has been living and training in
Bowling Green since 1973, when he
ran for Western. He is now busy preparing for the 1984 Olympics.
' 'I' m very optimistic about the
1984 games," Staynings said. "I have
to be. I run eight to 10 miles hard
every morning and six to nine miles in
the afternoon. Besides. this winter has
been great." S taynings said.
Staynings is able to compete in
10K's and marathons all over the
country because of several athletic
wear sponsors.
" I gel generous support from
Nike. Plus I run for Sub 4 which enables me to run full time," Staynings
said.
Some races that Staynings will
run in preparation for the 1984 games
will take him to Seattle, Washington
and Cleveland, Ohio.
So. if you don't see Staynings
training in Bowling Green be sure to
watch for him in Los Angeles.

BookSto p
"My pet project is working with
children," said Mrs. Thelma Freeman, one of Bowling Green Public
Library's Ch ildren's Librarians.
Mrs. Freeman has worked for the
library in different positions since
1964. She first worked as a bookmobile driver for five years, three of
those full -time.
Her schedule included 42 stops
in Bowling Green, plus other stops in
the county.
"One of my stops was at a graveyard. The children sat on tombstones
and read their books," she said.
Being with children comes
naturally to Mrs. Freeman since she
has seven children and 11 grandchildren.
Being a librarian is not her only
activity. Mrs. Freeman is active in the
Democratic Women'sClub. a council
member of the Head Start Program,
and is also a member of the Order of
Eastern Star.

Vol unteer C oac h
Coach Bill Powell has given
more than 1000 volunteer hours to
the American Red Cross in the past
six years.
This is something very unusual
according to Mrs. Alice Berry, director
for the local Red Cross. Mrs. Berry
said a lot for one person to donate
might be 300 and Coach P0well has
donated over 1000.
Coach Powell teaches water
safety instructors as well as swimming
lessons.
"He does more than just teach,"
said Mrs. Berry. "He is also very
active in the board. It says a lot about
Bill to do that much for an organization on a volunteer basis. "
When asked why he gives so
much of his time, Coach Powell said.

a community focus
"Swimming is my life. It's not like volunteering: it' s fun!"

Coach Powell is the swimming
coach and swimming teacher at
Western. Of swimming, he said "I
enjoy every phase of it. whether it is
teaching a scared kid or coaching a
championship swimmer. "

For his outstanding service the
Red Cross presented Coach Powell
with a certificate and the Red Cross
Gold Medallion. "It is truly quite an
honor," said Mrs. Berry.

Hang Ups
"She believes in the goals of the
gallery so she wanted to commit herself to it." That's what Gerri Combs of
the Capitol Arts Center had to say
about Margaret Gluhman, the center's art gallery coordinator.
Mrs. Gluhman volunteers 10
hours of her time every week at the
Capitol Arts Center, where some of
her duties include: applying for grants
for the center, setting up programs,
writing press releases and hanging the
paintings.
I\rI artist herself. Mrs. Gluhmart
was chosen to be the gallery cCX)rdinator in the fan of 1981 when the
Capitol decided to form a gallery advisory committee. The Capitol Arts
Center receives new exhibits every six
weeks and felt a need for someone
who could tend strictly to the gallery.
Margaret Gluhman seems to fit the
bill. As Combs puts it, "She has so
much to offer."

Lady'sLove
She reached a stage in life where
she had retired from teaching, raised
four children and was ready to do
something she always wanted to do.
So, Sue Bennett became president
for Warren County Assistant Association of Retarded Citizens.
Five years later, she left the asso-

ciation and now aids retarded children by giving them parties and substituting on the Lyon's SchCX)1 bus for
handicapped children. Mrs. Bennett
has always worked with groups like
Cub Scouts and Girl Scouts and she
feels that this is just another group.
"Kids are kids and if they have a
handicap - so, what," Bennett sajd.
She doesn't have problems in working with these children and she feels
no awkwardness toward them. "I
truly enjoy them," she said.
Bennett holds an annual picnic
in June for handicapped children,
their families and friends and volunteers.
"It's a special thing just for the
family because there aren't many
places for retarded children to go. I
feel that it is an outlet for both kids and
the parents, " Mrs. Bennett said about
the picnic.
"These parties at my home have
been very successful in getting a good
mixture of people around these children. This is something I have always
wanted to do and [ just love it,"
Bennett said.

Mrs. Gluhman

Artist s' Aid
The Barren River Region i; the
fastest growing region in the arts in
Kentucky. This growth is largely due
to the work of Ms. Annie Archbold.
Ms, Archbold is the executive
director of the Barren River Regional
Arts Council, which provides seJVices
to the arts throughout the region.
Skilled at helping artistic groups
write bylaws and select boards, Ms.
Archbold works as [jason between
these groups and the state office.
"i lo';:;e my job because [ get to
work with people from all walks of life,
and that's neat." Ms, Archbold said.
"If you work in a factory, your peer
group might just be engineers. In the
arts. I see engineers, artists, actors and
people who just love the arts and
that's what I like."

Mrs. Bennett

.~

I

..\.~

Mrs. Archbold
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Reminiscing
Supersti tions:

L__
I L1JlI I
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Voicesof
the past

!L:_

"Superstitions... when I think of
superstitions, J think of Mom and her

!~- ~- - ; ~

I

1/

L

rocking chair, " Gary McFarland of
Owensboro said. "Ever since J was
little, she has told me it is bad luck to
let a rocking chair keep rocking after
you gel out. "

"It's always funny," McFarland
continued, "because as soon as she
gets out of her chair, I'll run up and
push it to get it rocking again."
...
McFarland's mother, by teach-

ing him a superstition she learned
from her youth, was really teaching
him a part of the heritage of this area.
Superstitions and related beliefs
are a part of every society. They can

be quite colorlul and can help shape
the personality of a community or re-

gion. They are, in a sense, glimpses
into the past. Many local superstitions
Originated from early settlers and

were passed along from generation to
generation by word of mouth.
Often a superstition or belief
qrows into a complete storv. That is
the case...wilh the following story.
Sally's Rock. which - originated in
Bowlinq Green.
Durinq the daVS of the pioneers.

((,p?,,~cr' ~tA

4220~~=t~~~: st. ~ ~

Bowling Green, Ky. 42101
781-6831

Yree 71lleralrons
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5
Master American Express
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Visa

/
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a young girl named Sally lived d ose to
w here the Barren and Gasper Rivers
meet. Sally fell in love with a young
man and became pregnant. However, before the baby was born, the
young man left to travel and never returned.
Sally decided to end her grief
by taking her life. So, one stonny
night she jumped from a high rock
into the Barren River.
Consequently. the tale goes that
if one goes to that rock on a stormy
night. Sally's crying can be heard. and
girls visiting that site will feel the same
tumult of emotions Sally felt.
In his book Ghosts Along the
Cumbe rland.
Dr.
Lynwood
Mantell of Western Kentucky University's Folklore Department examines specific superstitions of the
eastern Pennyroyal. For example.
from Taylor County comes the belief
that if you sleep in the moonlight you
will die. According to Dr. Mantell, this
could stem from the notion that night
air is bad for your health.
The small town of Auburn in
L ogan County has several interest·
ing superstitions. Residents there may
have heard that if a cock crows faCing
a door. it signals the anival of a stranger. In a poker game. a player from
Auburn might feel if he wins the first
pot. he will not win another. They also
consider it bad luck to be the scorekeeper of a poker game.
' 'I've alwavs heard that if vou

start to go someplace and have to tum
around. it is bad luck if you don' t say
bread and butter." Jo Klinkers o f
Edmonton said.
In Bowling Green or OvJensbora, it is said if you dream of a
marriage one night, you will hear of a
death in the following weeks.
One superstition from Owensboro concems entering a house for
the first time. It is considered bad luck
no t to leave the house by the same
door throuqh which you entered.
Hampton Milam. 63. is a lifelong resident of Warren County. According to Milam, "About the only
superstitious thing I heard of around
here was when I had a fann next to
the farm where John Houston
LeMasters killed himself."
"I never really believed this until
my grandmother spent the night over
there once." said Milam. "And she
swears this happened. It seems that
after Mr. LeMasters killed himself in
the house. you could see strange
lights and hear unexplained noises.
But what was the worst part, was you
could hear footsteps upstairs. But
when you got up there. they would
stop. And there sure was no one
there. "
In the words of Hampton Milam,
"I've lived on this earth 63 years and I
know things happen ... things nobody
can explain." And, that. is the heart of
any superstition.
jackil' R all,KIt

Betsy's dad, Sgt. York
"He's just my dad," Betsy York
Lowrey said, referring to her World
War I hero father. Sergeant Alvin
Cullum York.
Mrs.

Lowrey,

who

lives

in

Bowling Green VJith her husband,

Howard Lowrey, said she can't remember when she first learned of her

father' 5 heroism because he never
talked about it unless asked. But she
knows well the story of what he did.
''I'm proud of him," she said.

On Oct. 8, 1918, 30-year-old
Corporal York Single-handedly took a
German machine gun nest, capturing
132 prisoners, killing 25 Germans
and silencing 35 machine guns. But,
York remained the humble, religious

man he had always been even after
his heroic feat.
York had pleaded for exemption

from the draft of World War I in 1917,
on the grounds that he had religiOUS
objections to war. Reluctantly, he
enlisted after his appeals for deferment as a conscientious objector had
been twice refused.
York was a good soldier, but he
had entered the Anny in a mentally
and spiritually confused state. He
turned to God for a solution. York
spent two days of a lO-day furlough
kneeling on a mountain side praying
and then came down satisfied
because he had received assurance
from God that selVing his country was
the right thing to do.
In a period of four hours on that
October day in 1918, York devoted
himself to soldiering. Believing God
was by his side, York took thai
Ge nnan machine gun nest and
returned the hero of World War I.
~although , according to the Lowreys,
he always said. "No credit to me, give
it all to God."
York returned to the states as a
sergeant and received the largest reception ever given to a home-coming
American of that time. According to
Howard Lowrey, he even received a
standing ovation from Congress. He.
also, was awarded the Congressional

Medal of Honor, America's highest
decoration for bravery,
along
with several other medals.
According to the Lowreys, who
work in the Environmental Science
and Technology building at Western
Kentucky University, it was Sgt.
York's modesty that gave him fame.
York simply told people, "I did what I
had to do."
For twenty years Sgt. York rejected every opportunity offered him to
capitalize on his fame. York returned to the mountains of Pall Mall,
Tenn., married Gracie Williams, the
girl he said he picked o ut at birth, and
settled down to the life of a fanner and
a father.
According to Betsy, her parents
were married on the spot where they
courted by the Governor of
Tennessee. The York's had 10
children, eight boys (five are living)
and two girls. Each, with the
exception of Betsy's sister, were given
patriotic names such as her own,
which is Betsy Ross.
In 1939, a producer named
Jesse Lasky realized that York would
not accept a proposal that "smacked"
. commercialism. Sgt. York consented

to a movie about' himself on his own
contract tenns.
The movie contract gave Sgt.
York $50,000 plus 2% of the royalties
earned, which was expected to be
around $100.000. York did not want
the money for himself. He had had a
dream to be able to help educate the
mountain children. The money he
earned from the movie, "Sergeant
York," went to building an interdenominational Bible school called the
York Bible Institute.
The movie got underway with an
at first reluctant Gary Cooper playing
the part of Sgt. York. Cooper was
taken to Tennessee to meet Sgt. York
andlo prepare for the role.
Cooper is quoted in the book as
saying, "Sergeant York and I had
quite a few things in common even
before I played him on the screen. We
both were raised in the mountains Tennessee for him, Montana for me
- and learned to ride and shoot as a
natural part of growing up."
For his perfonnance as Sgt. York
in the motion picture of the same
name, Gary Cooper received the
Academy Award and the New York's
Critic's Choice award.
cont .

Cooper alld York (1i~"("lIss movit' plall.I·. (Photo courtesy of Museum of Modall
Art/Film Stills Archive)
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York con t.
But, even more recognition
came from Mrs. Lowrey who said she
felt the portrayal of her father was
done well.
Cooper later told the Saturday
Evening Post that his role as Alvin
Cullum York had been his most favorite.
Sgt. York was able to make
many contributions to his community and his country as a result of his
fame . He was able to establish the
York Foundation, a non-profit-sharing organization which helped to
build an elementary school and high
school for the mountain children, as
well as roads to reach the schools.
Mrs. Lowrey and her husband grad·uated from the York Agricultural Institute. the high school built by her
father.
During World War 11. Sgt. York
sold war bonds. According to the
Lowrey s, he once appeared to sell
them on the square in Bowling
Green. York was also the president of
his local draft board which earned
him a commission as major. The
l owreys said, York proclaimed it was
"better to meet them over there than
here. "
Despite the publicity York received. family life was typical according to Mrs. Lowrey. "Everybody was
just everbody," she said.
The only exception was, with
people constantly dropping by to
meet Sgt. York. "We never knew
how many to expect for dinner," Mrs.
Lowrey said.
Sgt. York became very ill.
He suffered a series of strokes, was
confined to a wheelchair, and died
Sept. 2 , 1964.
He is still very much remembered by statues, parks. schools,
highways
and
even
military
machinery which cany his name. But
mostly he is remembered by his
family.
" I'm proud of him," Mrs. Lowrey said, "for the way he was as a
father and a husband. Because, what
would he have been ifhe had won the
honors he did, and not been the kind
of man that he was."
Jan Nowicki
8

Bowling Green

Bowling Green in the
When the first settlers came to
the Bowling Green area, sometime
before 1800, they were accomodated
with a rich abundance of natural
resources - plentiful wildlife and fish
for
their
food, timberlands
that furnished shelter and warmth,
and fertile soil from which sprang their
crops.
One natural resource quite plentiful in this area
was oolitic
iimestone, Little did the founders
of Bowling' Green realize that this
mineral, plentifully available for quarrying. would eventually be considered one of the finest natural building
materials ill' the United States, being
compared to the famed Portland and
Nonnandy building stones used extensively in England and France.
In later years, local limestone
was realized to be an economic HOld
mine because of qualities that differentiated it from other limestones
found throughout the country. The
Warren County limestone, characterized by its pure white color. became known as "the aristocrat of
limestones. " The stone was noted for
its strength, yel it could be easily
carved because of its perfect rift and
unifonn texture. The stone was also
found to resist environmental deterioration better than other limestones.
John C. Underwood, a one-time
lieutenant governor of Kentucky, civil
engineer, and designer of the
Fountain Square Park once said, " I
have yet to find its rival in a stone o f
another class in this country."
In 1874, the Smithsonian Institute tested Warren County limestone and found it capable of withstanding 3000 pounds of pressure
without crushing. The stone was so
notable that government architects
recognized it as the fi nest buildinQ
stone in the world.
With the advent of steam and gas
powered motors around 1900, commercial limestone quarries began to
open around the county. David W,
,McLellan, whose father was a pioneer

in the local limestone quanvinQ business, said many qua!]ies took
advantage of the new technologies.
Allhe peak of quanying activity
in Warren County, approximately 17
quarries were operating, employing
nearly 100 people at an estimated
yearly payroll of $75,000 - $1 OO,OOQ.
The stone industry in Warren
County didn't reach its boom period
until the introduction of the Southern
Cut Stone Company, a stone fabricating plant that was said to have
been the largest facility of its type
south of the Ohio River. The plant, located on Church Street on the block
now occupied by Houchens Industries' warehouses. specialized in
transfonning raw blocks of limestone
into building products - stone blocks,
columns, and decorative architectural moldings. The company's original office building still stands and
now houses Houchens' offices.
Stone blocks were brought into
the facility by rail from either main
railroad lines or from barges on the
river not far from the plant. According to Tommy Covington, a former
shippinQ clerk at Southern Cui Stone,
it was quite a time consuming process that continued around the clock.
After the stone slabs were cut to
general size guidelines. they were
moved into the main fabricating
building. This was the area where
skilled craftsmen and artesians
carved, cut and lathed the limestone
10 the exact specifications of the engineering and drafting department.
Stone columns for building entrances
were made in much the same way
one would lathe wooden spindles for
a chair. Fine examples of the plant's
column making ability may be seen at
the entrance to the Kentucky
Museum on Western's campus.
These columns. over 20 feet tall, are
each made of a solid piece of stone,
unusual because most columns of
that height are made in segments and
then stacked together.
No doubt, this part of the opera-

·Stone Age
tion was one of the most expensive

During
the depression in
the WBKO Television Building on
East 10th Street the First Baptist . late 1929, Southern Cut Stone
Company began to layoff employees
Church on East 12th Street and the
Victory Baptist Church on State and by 1933 the plant had completeEquipment was also quite costly.
Street. The columns and capitals of ly stopped production. ConsequentEven though there were tremen- the Warren County courthouse were ly, the quarries began to close down,
dous costs associated with fabricating hand crafted by expert stone carvers one by one.
stone for building construction, be- before the founding of the ;Southern
At the onset of World War II
tween 1927 and 1929 Southern Cut Cut Stone Company. The entrance when industrial resources were
Slone enlarged to more than triple its arch to Fountain Square Park was directed toward the war effort, a New
original capacity. The plant sold its also calVed from local limestone. England ship building plant disaswares at a very competitive price, deOther structures in the state sembled the stone fabrication facilispite the superior quality of their pro- made of Warre n County limestone inties leaving only the original founda duct, a marke ting str<ltegy that paid 'clude the governor's mansion in tion and office building. This finished
off for a while.
Frankfort, the Speed Memorial Art Warren County's short but praiseStone from Warren County Muse um and the Seelbach Hotel in
worthy history in the building stone
quarries ended up in outstanding Louisville.
industry.
Most of the original quarries
monuments
and buildings
in
Warren County limestone was
Bowling Green, in Kentucky and in used to build the Sacred Heart now lay abandoned with huge
the eastern part of the country. The Church in Washington, D.C. and the deposits of oolitic limestone still intact.
The limestone industry isn't
impact of the building stone industry Saint Thomas Cathedral on Fifth
on Bowling Green is still quite evident Avenue in New York City. Also on likely to make a comeback in Warren
by the large selection of fine limestone Fifth Avenue in New York, the Pulit- County for a variety of economic reabuildings in town, especially in the zer Fountain was totally constructed sons, but its impact on the
inner city. Among the buildings made of Warren County limestone. The architectural, economic and cultural
from local limestone in Bowling bowl of the fountain was made of the heritage of this city will long be felt.
Green are The Federal Building on largest single i
of stone to ever
iI!~2.":e, ;o,~f£
C~e~n~te~,~a.nd Main streets,
aspects of the whole business. Stone
calVers were typically paid a high
.<;;:,lary because of their unique talent.

Above: Planillg depart ment of
Sou them Cui S tOlle, Far Left :
Workers cut stolle from (Ji/ orry.
Left : B.C. Pirst Bap tist Church,
built with loca /lim es/olle,
(Photos courtesy of Kentucky
Mu.we lll)
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This cookie won't crumble

Directory
General Electric Appliances
1333 Ma9nolla .... ".nu.

Bowling G,.e n

HENON & HENON
CONSTRucnON

1725 Ashley Circle
Bowling Green

<:Royal <llQ,\~
,.
1'l(QS1

1229 Center 5t.
782-2276

640 E. 10th
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Elementary said that she sold most of
her cookies to her relatives.
" I got to go to camp free for o ne
week in the summer. I also got four
tickets' to the World's Fair," said
theme of this year's Girl Scout Cookie Monica. The money earned by
sale. The Girl Scouts in the Kentuck- Monica's cadet troup went to aid a
iana Council released balloons to sig- needy family who the girls can their
nify the beginning of this year's sale. adopted fa mily.
according to Diane Weigel. RecruitThe cookie sales go on for two
ment and Retention Director.
weeks and after the cookies arrive
The Girl Scouts is a United Way there are booth sales around the
agency which uses cookie sales each county.
year to raise money for the program.
"FollOwing every year's cookie
The money goes to the council for sales the process is carefully evaluat·
equipment and camping expenses., e d to dete nnine what can be done to
and 25¢ a box goes to the individual improve any of the procedures in·
troop.
volved from baking the cookies to de·
Girl Scout Cookie Sales started livering them," Ms. Weigel explained.
in 1933 and enable Girt Scouts par·
The complexity of the business
ticipating to learn to sell a nd relate to behind the cookie sales is not knov.m
people while helping themselves from to the people no t directly involved.
the profits. The cookies that the girls Enthusiastic volunteers coordinatp.
in the Kentuckiana Council are selling with area staff me mbers to make the
are baked at the little Brownie drive a success. The planning for each
Bakers in Louisville. The bakery is reo year's sales starts as soon as the pre·
quired to offer the shortbread and the vlous year's sales are completed. Vol·
sandwich cookie. but can decide to unteers give hours of their time doing
sell any other cookies they wish.
paperwork. delivering, a nd storing
cookies
for the anxious girls to sell.
Last year Mo niCa Austin sold
502 boxes to lead the council.
COllllie Tra vis
Monica, a sixth grader at Richpond
The nice young ladies dressed in
their sharp green uniforms selling
cookies each year are a part of a business all their own.
" Rising to greater heights" is the

Helping yourself to a job
Pounding

the

pavement

in

search of employment can lead to
more than just sore feet It can lead to

bewildennent.
But opportunities are available
according to Pat Markle. coordinator
of placement al Western Kentucky
University.

"You just have to be persistanl,"
said Ms. Markle." People are leaving
and retiring all the time."

To help one's chances Ms.
Markle recommends the use of an
individualized resume.

" Develop your own because
everyone is different." she said.
A career objective is important to
include in a resume because it tells the
employer what kind of work you are

seeking. However. personal informa·
tion can be practically null. said Ms.
Markle. At most put marital status and

birth date.
Some jobs require the applicant to fill aulan application form. Ms.

Markle suggests that a job seeker
should have a work history already
prepared so he will not have to waste
time thinking before filling out the
aoolication.
Ms. Markle said to always
remember the "4C's" of resume and
application writing. Be clear, concise.
consistant and correct
Finding infonnation about jobs is
often the most difficult part of the job
search. There are four basic ways to
find out about job opportunities; they
are through advertisement. employment agencies. direct contact and
refe rrals.
" Referrals are the best and let
others know you are looking for
work. " Ms. Markles said.
The resume may get your "foot
in the door." but the interview is often
the deciding factor. Interview preparation is necessary. The best place to
find information is the same place
where you found out about the job. or
even a n annual report.
"You need to know what you
are looking for and know something

a bout the organization," said Ms.
Markle.
Think through what all of your
strengths and weaknesses are and
know what you have that will fulfill an
employer's needs. she suggested.
':,Create a positive image," she
said. When answering questions,
Don't act like you are learning an interviewing technique. Just have some
ideas as to what you would like to
say," Ms. Markle said.
Often the interviewer will ask if
you have any questions. Ms. Markle
recommends that you not ask about
sala!Y and benefits.
' 'They already know you have to
eat and earn a living." she said.
Good questions to ask are about
advancement. training. and relocation.
After the inteIVi€\AI. write a personal thank you to the intetvi€\AIer.
This keeps vou in the emolovers

mind. Also. do a self--evaluation. to
find out the things you need to work
on.

A job hunter should have available three or four references. The
three types of references are professionaL work related, and character.
"A character reference is the
weakest.and one shouldn 't use ministers or relatives." Ms. Markle advised.
If a job seeker fe els he has
covered all the areas and is still unemployed. Ms. Markle recommends
seeking profeSSional job counseling
before additional job training or retraining.
The main ingredient to job
hunting is effort.
"A person has to work for it."
Ms. Markle said.
Barhartl Dillin

TIPS ON WRITING EFFECTIVE RESUMES

1)

Do not use RESUME as heading. Employers know it is a resume and
you may need the lines of space for other information.

2)

One minute or less may be all the attention an employer ever gives to
your resume. "Padding" or poor organization can "screen" you out
earlv.
3) Applicants with little or no career-related experience usually can cover
relevant information in one page.
4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

Use good placement on the page by planning your spacing. listing information such as honors. activities. etc. vertically eats up space. Edit
this information to the most important items and use semi-colons (: 1or
dashes (-) to list horizontally and qain space.
Avoid dates at the beginning of sections. Numbers and dates are distracting unless very important. In most cases dates can be placed at the
end of the section.
Use action words rather than "Responsibilities" or " Duties were"
(Example: Supetvised. taught. aSSisted. maintained, created .... ) This
approach gives an employer a quick view of your strengths----especially if there is little career-related experience.
Emphasize relevant experiences and/or training to position you are
seeking. More than one resume may be needed if you are very versatile or flexib le.
Negative words or phrases will make a negative impression on an employer. Re-think the same information in positive words or leave out
entirely.
SprillfdSummer '83
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A new kind
of credit
Paying bills has always been a
problem for the average American
fami ly. Each month you must decide
which bills to pay first and which ones
can be put off until the next pay check
comes in.
Most families are able to budget
their monthly bills fairly well but. what
happens when someone in the family
needs a physician or a dentist? How
can a family go about paying doctor
bills when they have other bills which
must be paid also'
There is a nevJ system being introduced in Bowling Green which
may be able to help solve this
dilemma. This nevJ system is known
as Comex and it works much like a
Visa o r Master Card.
With the use of Comex. the
doctor no longer has the worry of billing his patients. Comex simply takes
over the doctors billings, consolidates
them. and the patient pays Comex
instead of the doctor.
Comex. then. sends a re!X)rt to
the doctor on accounts receivable
along with the money collected for
that doctor. The system removes all
billing problems from the doctors
office.
paying through Comex, the

~~::i.~h~as~the

choice

bill all at once or paying a set

minimum amount each month plus
interest. Comex makes its money
through the interest.
This is a new idea to Bowling
Green but it isn' t a n€\AI idea to other
parts of the country. Harvey Spell.
district manager for Comex in the

Kentucky-Tennessee

region,

is

working in Bowling Green to develop

the system here.
Comex is not a

collection

agency. They encourage payment
through elevating the status of the bill-

ing in the consumer's mind when
like Pierce. he sits down each month

to pay bills.

The idea for Comex originated in

little Rock, Arkansas by D. L. Pierce.
Pierce had the problem fadng him of
which bills to pay and which ones to
leave until later. Comex was born
from that problem.
The main difference between
Comex and Visa or Master Card is
that with Comex, there is no card as
such. Also, the patient or customer
isn't the one who applies for Comex.
The doctor, store ov.rner or manager
are the ones who apply for the service.
Jennifer Gibson

Just around the corner
"Bowling Green is really a travelThe agencies are able to save the
ing city," according to Jan Holder, a customer money by finding the best
rravel consultant at Travel Profes- route for the individual and by comsionals. "Traveling will take you as fa r i bining the various modes of travel.
as your imagination will take you," ,
''Very common trips for the
she said.
___ . people here are !X)inl 10 !X)inl busiThe three local travel agenciefJ ness trips. cruises and international
avel," said Ms. Holder.
offer many types of travel 10 th
people of Bowling Green. These p "Some of the more unusual trips
fes~on.al. agencies ~re cor:nmissionea ..oJnc\~de any.thin~m d~de ranches
by alrhnes. crutsea' hnes'tour~o ~r rafting to a safan in Africa."
companies and oth~ompanieS to ftdded Ms.fJ,)lder.
sell their services to people wanting to
In times when the economy is
trave\.
tight it is im!X)rtant for vacation exMany people do not realize that penses to be minimal. Travel agencies
travel agencies offer a valuable ser- offer various price ranges and travel
vice to their customers. A common
plans. They can help to make a vacamisconception is that travel agencies lion economical while offering a val-

Of===h~i~S_c~o~s~t~th~e;.;;c;us;t;o~m~e~r~m~o~n~e~y~._ _ _ _ _.u.a.b.le. se
_ ",,
_ ·c.e •. _~C~o~'~"~'i~r.T~r~a~v~is~·. .

We make it, our distributOR
have it ••• when you need it.
The starter shown in lhisad isavai l abl~ from CutlerHammer product distributors coast-Io-coast. Our

dis.tribu tors and our field sales represen tatives are

tramed and qualified to provide technical assistance when you require it. Caliloday.

Change. What has. What won't.
Cutle r-Hammer is now part of Eaton Corporation.
The Cutler-~a mm er name will be retained for product .ldenllflcatlon and will continue to represent
the fmest in electrical/electronic cont rol.

Eaton Corporation Standard Power Control Division
Bowling Green Plant
2901 Indust rial Dr.
Bowling Green , KY 42101
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The waveofthe future
•

•

4. Heaters: The heater is one of the
most vital components of the waterbed. It is usually the first and most expensive component to break down.
Warranties range from two to four
years and from prorated to full replacement.
5. Mattresses: Mattresses are constructed with two types of seam construction: butt-seam and radial lap.
The radial lap construction is considered to be the superior method, according to Dave Woods.
" People have to be careful of
butt-seaming. There are a lot of cheap
mattresses out there that use buttseaming," said W<XXis. Mattress
warranties usually run for fourteen
years, but these also are prorated and
buyers should be lea'Y of exact benefits.
6. Safety Liners: The safety liner is
generally included in the list price of
the bed. The stand-up liner is considered to be the superior liner type.
Stand-up liners are reinforced along
the sides so that the liner doesn't have
to be fastened to the frame .
7. Fill Kits: These are almost always
included in the price of the bed and
one is about as good as the other.
However, the customer should be
certain that the kit contains a supply of
water conditioner. The purpose of the
water conditioner is to prevent the
growth of algae inside the mattress.
If the prospective walerbed
buyer pays attention 10 all warranties
and maintenance instructions, there is
no reason that he or she cannot join
the increasing ranks of waterbed
owners with a minimum of expense
and discomfort. GeorKe M orriJ

ly 1,900 pounds. HOVJeVer, when this
weight is distributed over the area of
the bed, a waterbed weighs less per
square foot than a refrigerator.
The problem of leaks is often
television was turned off. " It feels like
the weather might be warming up," eliminated by the use of a safety liner.
said Grandpa. " ] think ['II tum the The liner is usually guaranteed to hold
all water that could leak from the bed.
heal down on the waterbed."
The basic waterbed package is
The previous scene may not be
as far fetched as it seems. Statistics rather consistent in all stores in the
show that more and more waterbeds Bowling Green area. For the sticker
are being purchased by people of all price, the customer will get a four
board pedestal. inner bracing, platages.
mattress,
One example is the volume of form, frame . heater,
beds sold to customers over 30 by the safety liner, and fill kit FollOwing is a
three Bowling Green area waterbed breakdown of each component and
specialty stores. Dave Woods, part warranties available for each:
owner of Waterbed Shed in Bowling 1. Pedestals: The pedestal consists
Green. feels that there is a definite of fo ur planks of wood or particle
trend for sales to middle-aged cus- board with the comer connectors and
usually the inner bracing. There are
tomers.
" The large bulk of our custom- more expensive pedestals available.
ers, I'd say 70 percent. are over age which usually contain six to twelve
30," said Woods. David Garrett, drawers, but they are seldom
manager of New World Waterbeds, included in the list price. Pedestal
warranties are usually only for one
places the percentage even higher 90 percent. Michael Anderson, year and only cover material defects.
Materials usually
manager of Counby Boy Waterbeds, 2. Platfonns:
estimates about 40 percent of his cus- include plywood or particle board,
with plywood being preferred.
tomers are over a~e 30.
One reason for the trend seems Platforms are usually covered by warto be the advent of wave reduction. ranty for only one year, also against
Mattresses are now available with baf- defects in material.
fles. fiberfills and separate chambers 3. Frames: The most common
to cut down on wave motion. These wood type for frames is pine, but oak
mattresses appeal to older customers is also used quite often. The customer
who have an aversion to the waves of should be a';are that if an oak frame is
the regular mattresses.
desired there is usually a substantial
Many chiropractors are also re- increase in price.
commending waterbeds to their
patients. Dr. Dennis Stiewalt, director
of the Kimberly Clinic in Davenport,
Iowa. and a graduate of the Palmer
Chiropractic
School,
prescribes
sleeping on waterbeds to an average
Come inlo my slOfe and meel the newest member
of 55 patients a month. The main ad:~;;;;;;;;;;~~~~
of Apple 's personal computer !amily-the Apple III.
vantage of the waterbed seems to be
1"11 personally show you how Apple buil t more
the support that it offers for all parts of
features and capabilities into this integrated system,
so you could gel more power and perlOfmance out.
the body.
Experience the power of Apple III, today.
Along with the benefits come
some drawbacks. Many customers
have apprehensions about the weight
of the beds and the possibility of
leaks. The weight of a king size waterbed is rather awesome - approximateGrandma and grandpa had just
settled in for the night. The cat had
been let out and the last strains of the
"Tonight Show" theme faded as the

Get it out of your system•

:
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A half century has passed since
our country experienced one of its
darkest hours- the Great Depression.
Since, then, most of the people that
survived that crisis have recovered,
but the sorrow can't be erased from
their minds. Also, they recal! the
good times, probably because they
were scarce, eagerly awaited. long
remembered.
There was a certain quality to life
then, a simplicity that fortified
people's hearts to withstand the
anxiety and fear that was cast upon
them.
Bowling Green stood out in
those days. "A bright spot in the
middle of the desert," is how one
man described it. It gained a reputation as a community where citizens
shared food. money and compassion.
14
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The city officials slashed their
own salaries so other workers could
be paid.
The city council members played
Santa Claus to some 6(X) families on
Christmas in 1932. They served
burgoo for dinner and the Park City
Daily News read, "Appetites of many
were abated for the first lime in
months."
To talk to the people that were in
Bowling Green at that time gives evidence to the quality of life thai characterized the times. Several names
stand out from that era. Judge John
B. Rodes and Ida Hodges are legends
from a time when heroes were
thoughtful, unselfish people whose
only weapon was their eagerness to
give. similar to the heroes who would
give their lives in the war that finall v

ended the depression.
Bowling Green's emphasis on
agriculture rather than manufacturing
p revented it from suffering as much as
the industrial communities. But.
Bowling Green did suffer.
The city couldn't a fford to feed
and water the prisoners at the jail so
they adopted a policy of tolerance.
Prisoners with lesser charges who
escaped weren't pursued since their
escape relieved the overcrowding
and made for one less mouth to feed.
"It was like a storm coming up
from the west. The sky got darker and
darker. It began thundering and lightning as one business closed after
another. Everybody was scared. It
brought people together like nothing
had before." said George Page. who
started teachinQ at Western Kentucky

State Normal School in 1917 and
later became head of the physics
department.
He remembered the day that he
visited Henry Hardin Cherry, president of the college, in hopes of getting
a raise.
"Mr. Cherry said he didn't know
if there would be enough money to
run the school through summer. He
was going to have to let several
tellchers go. I didn't get my raise,"
Page said with a snicker.
The snicker was brief. " People
gave whatever they had then," Page
said. " We trusted each other. People
would eat at o ne neighbor's house
one night and another the next I
bought a small farm to raise enough
food to feed my family, "
Miss Margie Helm shared

memories of ReselVOir Park which
was developed by her friend. John B.
Rodes, mayor of Bowling Green from
1929 through 1933.
" He had signs put on the trees
that told their names so the people
could learn about the trees. I loved to
go up there and read the names,"
Miss Helm said in a way that showed
there was still a bit of little girl left inside her.
An article in the Daily News read,
" One distinctive feature of the Rodes
administration is that it went in with a
deficit, borrowed no money for operating expenses and left a cash balance
in the treasury."
" That's just like him," Miss Helm
said. " He always kept us within our
limits. My father said he was the most
intellectual lawyer in Kentucky."

While mayor, Rodes sold bricks
from an old chimney at the waterworks to help finance the struggling
city. It was during the depression
years that Mayor Rodes had the city's
sewer system put in.
"Judge Rodes-I cal1ed him
Judge. " Miss Helm said, "bought
some farm land from Major Wells
Covington and started Covington
Woods Park." She pointed to two
portraits of her mother and father.
" Major Covington's wife painted the
portraits," she said and 'igain,like any
proud daughter v.oouki, she began to
reminisce about her father.
" My father was a doctor here in
town," she said, "and he made sure
we got along all right. He helped
those who couldn't afford to pay.
COni.
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Doctors didn't always get paid back
then. "
Dr. Helm built the Helm Hotel
that stood where the Citizen's Bank
now stands. '" thought it would
always be here," Miss Helm said.
Although times VJere hard, there
was still time for fun.
"The Capitol Theater was open
then. I was so proud to go to the
Capitol," she said. Miss Helm looked
away as she talked as if she were remembering her favorite picture show.
"Picnics!" she suddenly exclaimed, like she was going to one tomorrow. " We had picnics out at
Beech Bend Park. It was a beautiful
place."
Miss Helm was a librarian at the
college and a member of the public
library board. The library board was
where she mel her friend, Ida
Hodges. Mrs. Hodges was president
of the Welfare Home.
She described her friend Ida.
"She was an o utstanding citizen who
worked hard to do things for 80vJling
Green. We all liked to do things for
the Welfare Home. Lots of people
helped in those days."
The Welfare Home on Adams
SI. carried on three projects to help
the needy families. A group of women
sewed at the home to raise money.
There was a storybook hour for the
children and they fed the children at
nnon each dav which cost the home
nine cents per child.
W. B. Kerr, who taught at
Bowling Green High during the depression, believes the people of
Bowling Green were different than
those of urbanized cities.
"We didn't depart from our traditions or withdraw from society. We
changed very little. Everything just
seemed to slow down." Kerr said.
"People didn't panic even
though some were hurt by the depression." Kerr added. "People
would work hard for whatever they
could gel since it was hard to find a
job. "
Kerr said fooci was very simple
then " but we always had enough. I
remember people coming in from the
country bringing eggs. chickens and
sometimes meal."
16
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" I dan', think 1 would go back.
but life was more peaceful and simple
then, " said Mary Vass Daughtry, a
native of Bowling Green. "No one
had money to buy things so people

made their own pleasures."
" It was amazing how small the
lawn was, Everybcxfy knew each
other and trusted each other." Miss
Daughtry said as she remembered

y

,

her clays at her home on State Street.
" I can see my sister and me now
going down to Jack Russell's grocery
store on the square. We would get a
bushel of groceries for five dollars.
That was enough to last a week."
Miss Dauqhtrv remembered
when the square waS the center of
activity in Bowling Green. "People
would sit in their cars and watch the
people go by."
"There were more restaurants
and meeting places then," she said. "I
remember the Lantern Glow, the
Dixie Cafe next to the Capitol Theater and the Helm had a huge restaurant. "
"It seems so strange not to have
a hotel downtown. The Helm was so
beautiful and so many people met
there. I think a lot of people miss the
Helm." she said.
Henry Baird, retired president of
Scott Tobacco Co., said he started
feeling the effects of the depression in
1928.
Baird said there weren't many
rich people in Bowling Green then,
but most had a way of getting by.
"I don't mean to say things
weren't hard for some folks in town,"
he said. "I'll never forget the time I
saw a woman coming down the rood
in a buggy. She asked a mend and me
if we could buy a case of eggs. We
bought them all for a nickel a dozen. I
ate eggs till they were running out of
my ears. That woman had to have
that money."
Baird recalled his early years at
Scott Tobacco. "We worked about
115 or 120 men at the time. When
things got bad, we didn't want to lav
anybody off since they all had
families. We would work a week then
skip a week but nobody got laid off.
We took care of our OVJn."
Baird told how people were
using IOUs after the banks were
closed in 1933. "One man would give
an IOU to another man. He would
endorse it and give it to another man.
It went on and on till sometimes, it got
back around to the first man."
In 1926, James R. Hines took a
job as an agent for his uncle's riverboat business. He sat behind the desk
he later occupied as president of

Hines Inc. and pondered his early
days at the boatlanding.
" I took the job on February 1
that year and later took bookkeeping
jobs for the livestock market, a feed
store and several other businesses. I
took on as many jobs as I could
handle. You had to make a living
somehow and it wasn't easy," he
said.
"I don't look back to those times
as being terrible," said F. O. Moxley
who taught at the black high school
on State Street during the depression.
"I think about the way people were
concerned for each other."
People used to sell apples and
pencils on the square to make whatever they could. People would help
them, not look down on them," he
said.
Moxley, a fonner coach,
recalled, "Baseball was the big thing
then. The kids would gather at the
ballpark at the fairgrounds over
where the (Fairview Plaza) shopping
center is now."
Moxley told how holidays were a
time for mends and families. "The

preparation would go on and on.
There would be a feast, then music
and singing." Moxley paused and
smiled as the memories came back to
him.
The depression had an effect on
Moxley's philosophy of life, "You
can't come out of a time like that and
not gain something," he said. "I could
never hate anyone because I've seen
how much people need each other."
On the wall of George Page's living room is a needlepoint wallhanging
that reads: "Yesterday's Hurt is
Today's Understanding Rewoven
into Tomorrow's Love." The people
that experienced the Depression can
identify with the meaning of this
verse.
The people of Bowling Green
that survived the hurt of that era have
brought through five decades a
special understanding. They have
something to take them into
tomorrow that the rest of us don't
have: their memories of a time when
luxuries were rare and necessities
were shared. There is a lesson to be
learned from these memories.

" People Caring For People "

Greenview
Hospital

1801 Ash ley Ci rcl e
P.O. Box 370
Bowling Green , Kentucky 42101
Tel. (502) 781-4330
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Cable erG
Excavator
All part of the plan

Industrial development
story by Lawson Myers
photos by Lawson Myers and
Camille Forrester
Driving north on Interstate 65

of this communitv were no accident.

from Nashville toward LouisviUe, it

They were the result of advanced
planning, effective communications,
hard work and a strong desire by the
community to ensure Bowling Green
is a good place to live and work.
Bowling Green made a commitment to economic gro..vth in the late
1950' s according to John B.
Matheney, planning dlrector of the
City-County Planning Commission.
"The community did an excellent job of advanced planning,"
Matheney said.
It was during this time the community decided on a diversified
economy, which has been of benefit
to Bowling Green during the recent
recession.
"We have made improvements
and renovation which other communities have not been able to do,"

does not take long to locate an
"oasis." About 25 minutes from
Bowling Green, a billboard pictures a

stream surrounded by trees which
suggests to motorists that Bowling
Green is a stop they want to make to
rest and refresh themselves before
they continue their journey.
As tourists, businessmen and
travelers breeze up and down 1-65, it

is important to realize that by attract-

ing them to Bowling Green, the
community

receives a

monetary

boost. It also has the opportunity to
display the economic and industrial
development that has helped
Bowling Green progress from a
mostly agriculture community to an
industrialized community.

The events that led to the success
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Mathenev said.
Planning and zoning were the
first steps Bowling Green took and the
success of this effort is evidenced in
the number of industries found in
Bowling Green today.
A city or county is not required to
have a planning commission. The
state nf Kentucky does, however,
have statutory laVJS which give
authority to planning commissions
and set the guidelines by which the
commission operates.
The first comprehensive plan for
Bowling Green was compiled from

1958 to 1963.
"It was the toughest," Matheney said. "The first one always is."
The influx of population strains
public services and people who arrive
from bigger places often bring with
them big expectations about the kind

Irldustry and agriculture work side
by side alon~ Nash ville Road.
Harold S mith work s in the press room
at l,Qrd Co.

re~po,oall growth center for agricultural
of services a community
interests and agri-business has been a
provide.
"One thing Bo.vling Green has stable influence. But a conflict with
done is to keep its community community goals might arise. There
services growing along with its must be a balance betv.reen the two,"
industrial development You just do Matheney said.
If industry is being developed,
not have this in other places," fonner
State Commerce Commissioner Paul then there needs to be an area speciGribles said in an Aug. 3 , 1969 fically designated for it that will be
hannonious with the rest of the
COllrier-JOllfflllllllltl Times article.
Bowling Green has a compre- community, he said.
The transportation plan directs
hensive plan which looks at five major
elements. Matheney said these ele- the future growth of traffic patterns.
ments are required by law and Much like the system of blood vessels
include a base study of existing ser- in the body, this plan detennines the
vices. a statement of the community volume of traffic and alloVv'S a system
goals. objectives and policies to of major arteries connected to smaller
explain the direction the community streets to feed traffic smoothly
wants to pursue. a community I fa- through the city.
cilities plan and a land use plan which
The community facilities plan
detennines the future needs of water
detennines the future use of land.
and sewage facilities, housing needs,
"Bowling Green has been a

educational needs. fire protection,
park facilities and other services including oolice protection.
Bowling Green's planning for
industry before it moved in separated
Bowling
Green
from
other
communities,
"The needs of a community of
40,000 people are not the same as a
community of 100,000 people, "
Matheney said, explaining how the
commission operates.
Matheney emphasized the fact
that planning was a community function representing everyone. The commission encourages neighborhood
groups to stand up and ask for necessities like recreation facilities , street
lights and police protection.
The industrialization of Bowling
Green began with the fonnation of an
('Ollt .

industrial foundation, according to
John P. Hines, president and
chairman of the board of Citizens
National Bank and a member of the
Chamber of Commerce.
To unlock the door of industrial
development, the Chamber of
Commerce hired Harold Huffman.
According to Hines, the late Huffman
was the most outstanding person
nationwide in attracting industry and
acquiring industrial property.
While
the
Chamber
of
Commerce was promoting Bowling
Green to industry, the city was busy
running water lines and laying roadway to the industrial park and the
companies were
electric and
I

Careful pill/Illill!; has ellableililowlillg
Green 10 /twiiilate agriculture as well
as iflilustry.

key to
velopment is staying diversified,
can answer
Hines said. He used Holley Carbure- said.
tor and General Motors as examples
Hines said Western Kentucky
of the importance of diversification.
University is a strong drawing card for
". If Bowling Green had been de- the community. Coupled with the vopendent on more auto-related in- cational school. it has done much to
dustry during the slump in auto sales, attract industry. he said.
we would have had a disaster, "
The vocational school can tailor
Hines said.
make programs to the needs of indus"We don't need to manufacture try. Hines described this advantage as
all parts for the automobile industry. "icing on the cake."
Stay diverSified," Hines said.
"Evetyone is not going to push a
"You must bring information to pencil or be a college graduate," he
the people who are interested in a said.
"When industry comes to a comcommunity. Get the financial institumunity, they expect to get a comtions, public agencies, labor, city offimunity to provide the hourly workcials and other industries together and
er," Hines said.
have lunch with prospects," Hines
Industry will look at the universaid.
sity, culture, tax rates, utility costs,
"You have evetyone together
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cooperation and communication
of community leaders before they
make a decision. Hines said.
Industrial growth in Bowling
Green will have the opportunity to
benefit from local and national programs currently developing.
Fonner Chamber of Commerce
President Ray Buckberry said industrial recruihnent has become quite
sophisticated from what it used 10 be.
"Any community can show you
an industrial park that is adequate.
Today, most communities have a
parcel of land with utilities zoned for
!ndustry and they have the price
under contro!," Buckberry said.
"The
difference
between
Bowling
Green
and
other

communities is found in educational
benefits, the community atmosphere,
the standard of living, the culture and
the entertainmenl"
Hines said that all Bowling
Green lacked in having an ideal industrial situation is river transportation.
A new door to the Gulf of Mexico

and world markets could be opened
for Bowling Green by the completion
of the T enne5See T ombigbee
Waterway. This project could provide
the incentive for the revival of the
river project, a program to make
Green and Barren rivers navigable by
special barges.
The hard work and planning that

made Bowling Green industrially
prominent continues. The insight of
the community and its leaders is
ensuring industrial growth for
Bowling Green.
"Our growth is tied directly to the
economy of the nation. When it
grows, we'll grow right along with ii,"
Hines said.

Custom Sheetmetal Fabricati()ll. and Installation for Industry
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Talk

of the
town

Are you generally satisfied with
your personal life? Are things going
better for you now than they were five
years ago? Is your salary a very important aspect of your job? If so. then
you agree with the majority of Warren
County residents, according to a
1983 survey conducted by the
BowlillR Green magazine.
The 2S+question survey was
conducted to examine the opinions,
attitudes and lifestyles of Bowling
Green residents. Information was ob+
tained from 203 randomly selected
participants listed in the 1983 telephone directory. Fifteen minute telephone interviews were used to gather
the data.

The results shQI.V that Boo.vling
Green is an optimistic society. Fiftyeight percent of those interviewed feel
that more people will be employed in
the camino year.
More than 47 percent of Bowling
Green residents have a great deal of
confidence in the military, higher
education institutions and in the
medical profession. And 73 percent
feel that it is safe to walk around their
neighborhoods at night.
"Yeah, it's safe to walk around
my neighborhood. My nearest
neighbor is half a mile away," one
man said during a telephone inter·
view.
Questions aoout moral, religious

by Theresa Sparks

Wh en asked about the ir personal lives responde nts fel t thai they are :
Now generally sat isfied
And they feet thallheir personal lives are :

85%

Better tod ay t han l ive years ago
and e)(pecl them to be belter l ive years from now th an they are today.

64%
72'"'/..

The followin g percen tage s indicate very important concerns in th e responden ts

personal lives.
No w having enough money
Loss of loved one

65%
62%

Becomi ng ill

52%

Not getting enough ou t of life

45%
Not advancing in a career
44%
Bo wl ing Green resi dents felt th at the following were very importa nt factors in their
perso nal live s:
Family
94%
Friendships
77%
6 7%
Re ligion
Wo rk
66%
Leisure
49%
When asked abou t their jobs. Bowling Green residents felt that:
T hey were either very satisfied o r sa tisfied
71 %
An d when asked abo ut job re loca tion respo ndents fe lt tha t :
They were n't at all likely to move
58%

The sampling OfoceM : The tOlel numb<,l, 01 fH I·

de nllall,s tinQI In the telep"<>nedirectory . • bout 19.500,
w &. d ivid<H;l by mesaml'lft,lze Oesi red. which w .. 3OO A
"mple .;zoo o r 300 gN8S a conliOence _ l or 95 (loIr'
cent. The to!I! number ot I*>P~ .... III, ng to 1'.,,"'11'111&
wa. 203. Th8 1 sample
gives "" "",c uracy range t .
tween 93 and 94 percen!. Some figure. do ".,1 ,dO upto
100 peroont due 10 some PBrticlplln lS who eho"" nQ! 10

.,2"

answer so"'" Pl rt, ot l he questloM.i,e
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and political issues VJere also included.
" I bet you find that Bowling
Green isn' t the sleepy, behind-thetimes city people think it is." one
woman said.
Sixty percent of those who responded felt that women have the
right to decide on abortion. and 63
percent agree that strict old-fashioned
upbringing is still the best way to raise
children.
One woman strongly agreed, especially if an old-fashioned upbringing meant" spanking your children
twice a day."
Seventy percent of those interviewed favor prayer in public schools

and 58 percent stated that churches
and the clergy should express their
opinions on social matters.
It can also be noted that family,
friendships and religion are extremely important in the respondents'
personal lives. And leisure was the
least important of these four factors.
These are only a few of the opinions and attitudes expressed in the
survey. Other results concerning federal spending and business' s responsibilities to consumers and the community will be featured in the December 1983 issue of The Bowling Green
Magazine.

The foll ow ing statements are ab ou t social. economic. polit ical and mo ral issues. The
numbers listed reflec t the percen tages 01 those who agreed with the sta tements.
Responses th at were not listed were generally d isagree and neither agree nor
disag ree.

Churches and members 0 1 the clergy should be involved in
polit ics.
Chu rches and clergy should express thei r views on social

26%

questions.
Women are be tter all to stay at home.

59%

DiSCrimination can be ended .

39%
63%

A woman has a right to deCide o n abortion.
A woman should put her husband and ch ild ren ahead 0 1
he r ca reer.

31 %

46%

It is no t morally w ro ng fo r a co uple to live together even
if th ey are no t marr ied.
It's okay lor a married woman to earn money even if she
has a husband supporti ng her.
Fou r o r mo re child re n is a good number lor a family.
Hard w o rk pays.
I wou ld go on wo rk ing even if I didn't have to.

33%
77%
30%
76%
67%

no wling Creel! r esidems !!T re I!h'(' 11 II lisl "f
r e("fetllim rnl {/ ctiviries (mil w,k. r d "'hid! (l1lt· .I·
th ey fl ll rtidfioted in 011" fl'f.{ular basiJ. Tht'
lilfl' t' 11/0.1'1 f)(JIJlllil r (IClit'ilin' (In' illl/strlll ..d
bdo!!·. 0111", /HJ/lillar fo rml" of " '( 'rl'lIlion i n·
d ud('ll : lJicyl"iinX. Uk. I I'/m;\' , S'lfW.lh ,
IlIIm/ball or rllcqill,tball . 24"'10: /:ol/.lO'"k: (1m/
b",<"iin/: .17% .

Strict old ·fashioned upbringing and d iscipline are still the
best way to bring up children.

59%

Praye r should be permilled in public schools.

59%
57%
69%

Homosexuals should be permi tt ed to teach In public schools.

30%

A ll firearms should be registe red.
Death pen alty IS justified lor persons convic ted 01 murder.

conI .
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How Satisfied is

to?

P"foon!

10

20

30

50

40

Which of the followinq do you
th ink American citizens are entitled

80

70

60

No
P,,,vention of a se rious c rime

.I

Commu nity

75%

1%

Sat istied

Honest an d rel iable ,epo""

~, "",..,

,,-

D issat isfied

I

Slr•• t
" ,Intenenee

I

I

Oissatis fied

I
J

Schoole

--1

Sat isfie d
Effective teaChing on pub lIC

Neither

I

I

Satisf ied

Ad equate ret irement i ncome
an"""lty adjusted for inl la tion

I

Fr"<:1 legal, medica l Md hosp ital

Sat isf ied

'"

15%

31%

43%

care

Ne ither

D issal islied

Streets

Garbage Collection

Recreation and Parks
Public Schools
POlice and Fire Protection

BOlI'fillf,f Gr(!f'N

Adequate housi ng

Oissat ishe<l

Welfare Services
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Adequate publ ic t ransport.lion 58%

NeIther

Cut

~

Satisfied

Neither

How Bowling Green Would Spend

®

."

Oissal l' fiee

I

•

18%

to work'

O;"sal isfiM

I

J

A guarante<><:! job lo r al l wil hng 49%

Schoo ls

I

....Iic.
P,OlKU""

~

"'%

Slandar<)

Neither

P",blle

I

."

Steadi ly im provin g l iving
Sat isfied

Ho ld

Its Money ...
Increase

29%

45'%

22%

5%

54%

38%

6%

10%

79%

12%

34%

4%

34%

10%

42%

22%

58%

Below a re the percen tages of those
wh o have a good deal or some con fi-

dence toward the people who are in
charge of ru nning th ings.
Majo r corporat ions
Medicine
Military
Press. inclUd ing
TV news

28%
51%
47%
25%

Organized religion
Sma ll businesses
Loca l government
Congress
Execu tive b ranch of
government
Organized labo r
Public schools
Highe r education
L, w

4 1"10 43%
49% 43%
33% 51 %
26% 51%
34%
22%
4 1%
47%
40%

58%
40%
42%
54%

43%
44%
49%
45%
45%

43%
I

~

~

Bowling Green wishes 10 tnan~ all tho"" who parti.

cipaled In the survey along w,tM Dr Sam McF. r l ~ n d , a
psyChology professo r at W.K,U .. a"d Dr Rot>efl 81aM
magat;nc ad."••"

Community Service

A special kind of love
An elderly woman sal quietly at
the kitchen table hying to coax a little
boy to come sit on her lap. Her coax-

ing was unsuccessful.
Bea Corley was at the Barren
River Area Safe Space-Spouse Abuse
Center, where she is a member of the

Foster Grandparent Program. She
became a foster grandparent in the
spring of 1982 when the program
started in Warren County.
Corley
works with

small

children, teaching them their colors,
numbers and ABC's.
Ester Glaser is also a foster

grandparent in Warren County, but
her work is a bit different from Cor-

ley's. Mrs. Glaser works at the
Bowling Green Boy's Group Home

with teenage boys who are status offe nders (a status offense is a law thai
only applies to minors).

According to Sandy Lopez, director of the Fosler Grandparent Program, there are more than 17,000

foster grandparents in the United
States.
The foster grandparents are
older Americans who have love to
give to children with special needs.
To qualify to be a foster grandparent. an individual must be more
than 60 years old and be physically
and mentally able to IAIOrk 20 hours a
week with children. The individual
must also be in a low-income bracket
because the Foster Grandparent Program receives 90 percent of its budget
from the federal government
"Selection of the foster grandparents is based upon how well the in. dividual can work with a child with
special needs and on the needs of the
individual" lopez said.
Other foster grandparents in
Warren County help with physical
therapy and speech therapy, but
primarily they listen to a troubled
child , give love and understanding
and help develop self-confidence,
As one 14-year-old boy at the

Bowling Green Boy's Group Home
said, "She (Mrs. Glaser) shows us that
other people care about us."
Another teenager al the home
said that Mrs. Glaser was like a
grandmother to him. "She helps us
do everything. sometimes even our
homework. "
The foster grandparents are paid
a $2 non-taxable stipend for every
hour of work they do. A stipend is a
payment for the setvice the foster
grandparents perlorrn.

In addition, foster grandparents
receive a hot meal, accident
insurance and an annual physical
examination.
Mrs. Corley and Mrs. Glaser said
they enjoy working with the children
and both agreed that they would be
foster grandparents even if there were
no benefits.
Wendy Thornberry
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A second
glance
For those whose childhood years
have escaped them, a gaze into a
child's eyes can reflect cherished
memories captured long ago by that
incessant bandit - time.

For Shirley Phelps, 43, those
memories are returned by her sixyear-old little sister, Joy Scott. Kraig
Richardson 28, finds them through
his little brother, Mark Gilliam, 14.
No, Joy and Mark are not second
generation children. Their older
siblings are United Way volunteers for
the Big Brothers and Sisters program.
Both Mrs. Phelps and Richardson see their relationship with their
sponsor children as a two-way street
of caring and giving.

"For me, she's the daughter 1
never had. " said Mrs. Phelps.
" I always felt it was so neat to
have a little brother, because you' re
the big brother," Richardson said.
"People look at the program as a
charitable-like thing. I can see myself
in him. I can see myself getting the
benefits," Richardson said.
Richardson. a real estate agent,
and Mark, a freshrr.an at Bowling
Green High Schoo\, have been
matched about three years. Both said
they feel they are a good match and
good friends.
Mark said his parents are divorced, and there was not much male
influence in his life before Richardson.
Their relationship is casual and
open on both ends. Mark said he feels
very comfortable calling Richardson
and inviting him to a football game ,
band concert or whatever.
Richard said often he'll call Mark
and say, "Let's go wash my caror I've
got some errands to run. Do you want
to come?"
" At first you feel like you have to
do something, but as you get to know
each other you get together for
anything"Richardson said.
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II! (he "8011"/ filf Kids' Sake "
sponsored by Bi).! Brothl'fs and Sis/as .
(Photo by COllllie Tra vis )

Scoff

Often Richardson will take Mark
to his fann outside Bowling Green.
They go horseback riding or just do
work around the farm .
Ul expose him to stuff. To me
that's what a big brother does: that's
what a father does, " Richardson said.
" He's well adjusted; ' has no
problems; he's a typical kid."
Richardson said.
"It' s fun. I always have someone
to talk to," Mark said.
After her husband, U.S. Deputy
Marshall Hubert Phelps. died eight
years ago, Mrs. Phelps said she continued raising her son, Tyrone Bastin.
But once he started college at
Western, she found that. despite her
work as a sales clerk 211 Graham Photo
Center. she had lots of spare time on
her hands. Bastin recommended she
try being a Big Sister. He had been a
Big Brother for about a year and
found it very rewarding. Mrs. Phelps
took her son's advice and was
matched with Joy.
Joy is a shy little girl with
shoulder length dishwater-blonde
hair which she parts on the left side
and occasionally scoops up and
losses out of her eyes. Freckles dot
either side of her face and make tracks
across her pugged nose.
She is reluctant to talk at first, but
Mrs: Phelps said thai quickly changes
once she feels at ease with someone.

"Get her by herself. and she talks
your ear off," Mrs. Phelps said.
Joy. who is a first grader at Oakland Elementary, seems to be very
fond of her big sister. She said her
favorite game is Duck, Duck, Goose
and second on her list is jump rope.
She likes playing these games with
her twin brother, Danny, and little
brother Chris, 4.
Mrs. Phelps said Joy's mother is
unable to take her children out much.
She and her husband are divorced,
and he lives in Tennessee. Mrs,
Phelps said.
Danny is waiting to be matched
with a big brother. He and Chris
accompanied Joy and Mrs. Phelps to
a Big Brothers and Sister's party. Ever
since then, Danny has wanted to
come along each time Mrs. Phelps
takes Joy out. You are only allowed to
take one child out. but the party was
9-n exce ption.
"He's awful hard to tum down,"
Mrs. Phelps said.
Since the Big Brothers and
Sisters only take children from six to
eighteen. Chris is too young to be a
little brother.
Mrs. Phelps said what she likes
best about Joy is her excitement and
her appreciation for things. Also high
on the list. " I like her freckles ," she
said.
Both Richardson and Mrs.
Phelps have taken on greater responsibilities in the Big Brothers and
Sisters program than just sponsoring
a child. Mrs. Phelps is on the activities
committee and Richardson is on the
board of directors.
Bill Hatter, director of Big
Brothers and Sisters of Bowling
Green said the organization is always
looking for volunteers, but there is a
greater need for men.
"We have quite a few boys waiting to be placed ri~ht now. " he said.
Hatter said he felt there are two
major benefits to Big Brothers and
Sisters: "One. a child gets someone
who cares and pays attention to them
and they get more out of life than they
otherwise would. Secondly, it allows
an adult to do something where they
can say they have made a difference
in someone' s life·"Kat /.
B
lie 011'11/(111

A caring alternative
Mrs. Medar is B3 years old, diabetic, has a serious gastrointestinal
problem and is partially deaf. A

couple of years ago her condition
would have put her into a nursing
home, but because of the advancements in home health care, Mrs.
Medar is now able to live at home
with her daughter.

Home health care is exactly what
it implies - "treatment of the sick in
their own home through trained and

supelVised medical personnel and
family," Theresa Haskin, director of
nursing for Barren River Ho me
Health Agency.
Mrs. Medar's daughter. Mrs.
Realin, said "This is the best thing thai
we've ever had." Mrs. Rcalin said
thai her mother had been in a nursing

ho me before and wasn't able to gel
the personal attention thai she
needed.
" It's a lot of work and I spend a
lot of sleepless nights taking care of
her." Mrs. Roalin said. Mrs. Roolin
said that she doesn't mind doing it
and she feels her mother's condition
has improved since she's been a recipient of home health care.
Jill Solar, a R.N. with Barren
River Home Health agreed that it is a
lot of work and for that reason "It's
not meant for e vetyone. A family has
to have the time and energy to take
care of the patient." she said.
According to Ms. Haskins, home
health care has two distinct advantages over traditional health care. The
first is that the patient is in familiar surroundings where he can get personalized attention from family.
The second advantage is cost. In
most Situations, home health care is
cheaper than institutional care. On
the average, the same treatment
through home health agencies is
about $88.00 cheaper per service
than institutional care.
All patients must be referred to a
home health agency by a doctor.
Friends and family may suggest a
patient's name. The agency will, then,
send a doctor out to diaQnose the patient's condition and determine if
home health care is the best means of

health care for the patient.
Ms. Haskin said that Medicaid
and Medicare do cover home health
care costs and so do most insurance
companies.
According to Rita Wilder, Health
Planner for Barren River Area Development, home health care agencies have to follow guidelines set by
the state.
Ms. Wilder said that home health

care is not looking for medical cures,
but trying to help the patient "live the
best quality of life that is possible for
that patient's condition."
With the rising cost of health care
and the overcr()l.l..lding of hospitals
and nursing homes, home health care
is " quickly becoming the thing of the
'80s," according to Ms. Haskin.

Mark Galvin

ad-ver-tis-ing
n. 1. a marketing function combining words
and graphic elements to promote the sale
of goods and services. 2. the business of
creating and producing advertisements
for various media including newspapers,
magazines, radio, television , outdoor and
others. 3. the utilization of a multitude
of communications tools to influence
public opinion and attitudes toward a
product, service or organization.

Advertising in Bowling Green means
deBord & Owen,lnc.
948 , alI"v,ew Avenue

Bow ling Green. K ~!1tuc k y Q2!Ol

502· 782· 1774
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P roviding patient pastime
The halls are quiet, room after

by the patient giving the card number
and repeating the numbers back to
passing the time, then someone the caUer. If correct, the patient gives
appears on their television screens· , his name and room number. At the
"It's time for Bedside Bingo" the end of the show, Frank delivers the
announcer says. The patients liven prizes.
Louise (not her real name), a
immediately as they excitedly get
patient, won the cover-all and a floral
ready to play.
Bedside Bingo is a game played arrangement. She had been in the Inon closed circuit television at the tensive Care Unit all week where
Medical Center. Different hospital there is no bingo. [t was her first time
personnel, ranging from doctors to
to play and she was excited.
cleaning people. cal! the binqo each
"I think it's really neat," she said,
day.
"It'll give me something to do while
Every Monday through Friday at I'm
"
exactly 1 p. m. patients, both young
and o ld, get out their hingo cards and
cover chips and are ready to play. If
for some reason the bingo is late
going on, the patients want to know
why.
"If we don't start at 1 on thE'. dot,
or if for some reason someone
doesn't have a bingo card. that phone
starts ringing," Leo Frank, producer
The Bedside Bingo Program was
of Bedside Bingo, said.
begun at the Medical Center by
The bingo starts each day with Gretchen Bettersworth, head of hosJohn Burt, director of the bingo, pita[ volunteers, as a part of a Christgoing over the rules. Burt thinks the mas entertainment program. The
bingo is a good idea.
bingo caught on so well they have
"It gives the patients an oppor- been doin~ it ever since.
tunity to participate in something and
After the bingo, the hospital
a chance to forget their problems," buzzes with discussion. Through the
Burt said.
halls and on the elevators, patients
After going over the rules. the can be heard saying, " I almost
caller begins the games. There are won .. " " One more number..."
five played each day with the first four
"Maybe tomorrow. "
being straight bingos and the fifth a
Michele powcr
cover-all. The prizes for the first four
vary from magazines, books, games
and puzzles to small "perfect patient"
buttons and room thermometers.
What they win isn' t as important to
the patients as the fact that they won.
[n June 1980. Mrs. Crystal
according to Burt.
The fifth game, the cover-all, is Gaylord, 79 years-old, legally blind
the big finale. Since it is more difficult and Crippled, tried to purchase a sewto win, the prize is a little more ing machine at the cost of $118.66
valuable. It is usually a floral arrange- from a local Bowling Green store.
She payed $20 down and rement picked out from the gift shop by
quested the appropriate financing for
Frank.
When the patient gets a "bingo," the balance owed - she was refused
he calls a phone number which credit. She wasn't asked about her
appears on the screen throughout the income or her health, because the
games. The "bingo" is then verified finance company "did not lend

room, patients lay in their beds just

Legal services

at low cost
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money to persons on retirement
income."
Mrs. Gaylord received $258 per
month from Social Security and Supplemental Security Income as well as
$22 per month in food stamps. She
was unemployed and had $86.71
worth of medical bills each month.
Mrs. Gaylord wanted the new sewing
machine to make dolls and pillows to
sell for extra money.
A suit of credit discrimination
was filed with the Cumberland Trace
Legal Services and was settled three
months later in Mrs. Gaylord's favor.
The Cumberland Trace Legal
Services, [nco was established in
Bowling Green in 1977. Executive
director Lee Huddleston said the legal
services offered are "Pro Bono
Publico - for the good of the public.
Cumberland Trace Legal ServiCes,
Inc. is a private non-profit Kentucky
corporation," Huddleston said.
A federal legal services corp:;>ration oversees and grants funds to local
legal aid services across the country.
The President, with the consent of
Congress appoints the members of
the Board of Directors for the national
corporation Huddleston said.
In tum, these Board of Directors
grant money to locally controlled
groups to do the legal work. Mr.
Huddleston
explained.
Fifteen
members of the local Board of
Directors are appointed by the local
Bar Association. TINO-thirds of the
board is comprised of area buyers.
The remaining third consists of one
member at large and clients eligible
for service.
. The income and asset level is
set indicating that a person is not able
to hire a private attorney because it
will take away from their basic living
expenses,
food.
shelter
and
clothing." Huddleston said ..
The income guideline is in
agreement with the government
threshold of poverty determining that
an individual who eams an average of
$3500 a year or less will qualify for
legal aid services. An estimated
amount of about $100 is added to the
total earnings for each additional
member of the family.
Laum Nag\'

Arts

Swinging " Southern Sty Ie "
Terms like 'do sa do,' 'shoot the
star,' 'slip the clutch,' 'california
twirl,' and 'do paso,' may sound like
a foreign langua.s€ to many. But to
the Bowling Green 'Western Buckeroos' they are words to lay a step to.
The Western Buckeroos are
Bowling Green's first square dance
group. They were fanned in 1968 by

Bill and Pat Guthrie, who moved here
from Albany, Ky.
"We started the Buckeroos because there were no other square
dance dubs in Bowling Green," said
Mrs. Guthrie. ''We got a caller from
Glasgow, spread the word, and
taughllessons for $3 a month,"

Since 1968, the Buckeroos have
been through countless members and
four callers. Tom Dillander, their pre-

sent caller, calls about 18 nights a
month.

The 12 couples of the Western
Buckeroos are of various occupations, including homemakers, supervisors, salesmen, teachers, a carpenter, an electrician, a secretary, and a
bookkeeper.
Virginia and Steve Cooper have
been with the Buckeroos longer than
any other couple. They used to dance
in Somerset, Ky. , before coming to
Bowling Green six years ago.
"The best part about square
dancing is the people," said Mrs.
Cooper. "The dancers are like a big
church of people. It's also nice entertainment for a husband and wife to do
together. "
Mary and Charles Teegarden are
secretary and treasurer of the club.
"We enjoy square dancing because it's a family type activity," said
Mrs. Teegarden. "We can take the
whole family along and have everyone participate."

Western Bllckeroos practice a dal/ce at
w('ekly meNillX. (Photo by Camille

(I
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The presidential position of the
Buckeroos is selVed jointly by Faye
and Danny Copas, who conduct
monthly meetings.
"Square dancing is good exercise, fun, and inexpensive," said Mrs.
Copas. "It also helps shy people
come out of their shell."
The club perionns the second
and fourth Friday of every month at
High Street Community Center. At
special events members wear matching outfits - the men in western shirts
and ties and the ladies in different
styles of dresses with petticoats. All
shows are free to the public.
High Street Community Center
is not the only place the Buckeroos
periorrn. They also dance al nursing

homes, a rea clubs, shopping centers
and parking lots.
The dancers hoop and holler
with enthusiasm wherever they
periorrn: tempting the onlookers to
join in the fun. "We dance anywhere
we think the crowd will enjoy it, and
possibly even join in," said Mrs.
Guthrie.
The Buckeroos don't limit themselves to traditional square dance
music, but, also, twirl to such popular
songs as "Elvira," "Baby Makes Her
Blue Jeans Talk," "The Devil Went
Down To Georgia," and even
"Somewhere Over The Rainbow."
"About 75 percent of all songs
can be adapted for square dancing,"
said Dillander. "You can take parts of
songs with good beats and rearrange
them for square danCing," he said.
This is a special year for the
Buckeroos because the national
square dancing convention is in Louisville in June. More than 40,000
dancers across the country are expected to participate in the convention, which lasts three days.
Each dub will wear matching
outfits and distinguishable badges at
the convention. Each group will also
carry a banner with their name and
emblem on it to publicize their group
as much as possible. The Buckeroos'
emblem is a black cCMIboy hat with
each member's name printed in
w hite.
"The Buckeroos hope to outshine a lot of the other groups at the
convention," said Dillander. "But
we're also going to meet people and
to have fun."
"It's mOTe than dancing; it's
type of fellowship that you can have
with anyone," Di1lander said.
Debbie Miller

a
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Fiddlin'
Around
The violin, the smallest of the
string instruments, looked very large
next to the performer. But the musician was just over four feet tall.
As he began to play a difficult
Bach concerto, one might think he is a
prodigy. However, his success is due
to a new style of teaching the violin to
young people at a V€IY early age,
known as the Suzuki method.
Dr. Suzuki started the technique
in Japan in the mid-1940' s. In 1971
he brought his method to the United
States at a workshop in Steven's
Point, Wisconsin. Since then,
thousands of young people have
learned to play the violin and piano
through his style of teaching. Some
have started as early as three years
old.
Lucile Rose and her daughter,
CheIYI Merideth, started the Bo..vling
Green Suzuki Violin Association
about five years ago. Presently, over
40 local students

Mrs. Meredith, one of the instructors, said the education is a
fam ily process.
"The parents must be involved
or the kids won' t succeed. Befo re the

young musician starts lessons, we
work with the parents for about four

weeks. We teach them how to hold
the violin and to play the basics," she
said.
Before a recent recital, the young
violinists were poised. There was no
music before them. They listened to a
recording of the song to be learned
and then played it by ear.
Mrs. Meredith positioned the
perfonners
in
groups
of

advancement,

not by age. The

advanced group had boys and girls
ranging from five to 12 years old.
During the practice session,

Mrs. Meredith spoke to her students
like they were professionals.
"Piano, children, piano," she
said during a Handel selection. With

care, the ensemble got quiet.
After the song. one boy turned to
another and asked, ''Why is my D-3
low"? His friend showed him the
correct position. Then they played the
section over together and both smiled
as the F-sharp was in tune.
During . a Bach minuette, a
performer's sponge, used as a
shoulder rest, fell off. She replaced it
and continued without missing a beal.
"When it fell off, I kept counting

Concentration .f/rOW.f ill the eyes of Boh BridKes, 4. at his slI wki violin It'S.I·OIl.
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in my head so I wouldn't get lost," she
said. " Maybe when I am big enough
to use a full size violin that won' t
ha ppen."
Their exposure to music is not restricted to classics. They play many
famous ballads such as " Long, Long
Ago" and " The O ld Gray Goose".
Although the Suzuki method is
relatively young in the United States,
its popularitv and success is growing.
"There are young musicians 12
and 13 years old playing with major
symphony orchestras across the
country, " ~rs. Meredith said.
' 'There are violin competitions
all over the world. More and more the
talent is getting younger," she said.
At a recent international violin
competition in Paris, the second place
winner was a Suzuki method student
who was 11 years old.
"But the potential for a real
talent to come from Bowling Green is
very likely," Mrs. Rose said. "They
must be in junior high before they
may compete. Next year, our kids will
start that competition."
The Bowling Green Suzuki
Violin Association gave a number of
concerts at the Greenwood Mall and
local banks during the Christmas season. They have performed before
civic groups and music al clubs. They
are preparing to tour the Warren
County area over the next few
months.
Melissa
SometVille
began
playing two years ago at age five.
Now she is inspired to continue her
talent.
" I have seen violinists on TV
playing with the Boston Symphony."
she said. " I know that I am not as
good as they are. But I know that I can
be and might even play with that
orchestra some day."
Although the distance from
Bowling Green to Boston is far. the
talent a nd detennination of these
young musicians will help them travel
the difficult road to success.
Mark Smith

PiIoto by K evi" £af/s

Shadowing of a lost' childhood
Imaginations tuned to a different
era are part of everyone's growing up.

"Growing

Up

Victorian:

A

Kentucky Childhood" is a new major
exhibit at the Kentucky Museum that
examines how childhood in the 19th
century is different from childhood
loday.
The exhibit, which opened
March 29, features clothing, dolls,
furniture, toys, photographs and even
a child's casket.
"Growlng
Up
Victorian"

contains seven chronological sec·
tions displayed over 3300 square
feet. The first is a child's bedroom set·
ting, a display of toys and dolls (used
to prepare children for adulthood and

fancy children' s gowns used for
showing off the children in public.

The second section uses a parlor
setting and sound recordings of popular songs to illustrate the Victorian emphasis on the family.
Section three features classroom

objects and a classroom comer where
pupils were taught how to act and
what to believe.
The fourth section contains
photomurals of events that a Victorian child might have experienced outside the home and school.
[n section five, a parlor is rearranged to hold a funernl. In the 19th
century funeral services were usually
held in the home.

19/h

youths sho ...11
Vick}

c('lIfll r y

J) ...ayne

ill (I

/(Ipestry at the Kentucky /;1l1 selll11. (Photo by

Section six examines career
options available for young Victorian
women
through
photographs,
objects, and a donnitory room
setting.
The final section is a slide show
which traces the lives of four Victorian
women: Came Taylor. a dressmaker;
Sadie Price, an artist and teacher. Ora
Porter, a nurse; and "Anonymous," a
wife and mother.
Resources from the Kentucky Library. such as diaries and period
books were used in the exhibit. A
diary written by Bowling Green
resident
Josephene
Calvert
sometime between 1878 and 1881
recorded what an adult historian in
the 19th century would not have recorded because he would have
thought it much too trivial. Mrs. Smith

Actress brings new dimension to stage
Kay Thompson sits cross legged
on a' stoo! brushing her hair back as
she removes the last traces of her
makeup.and sighs. '' It's so hard to say
goodbye. I've lived at this place for
the last six weeks." she said.
Ms. Thompson's temporary
"home" has been the Capitol Arts
Center as she has been directing
"Little Faxes". a production of the
Fo untain Square Players.
Ms. Thompson. a profeSSional

actress, is doing an artist residency
under the Barren River Regional Arts
Council's (BRRAC ) residency program. BRRAC receives funds from
the Artist in Education Program to
bring in a professional theater artist.
That artist works INith local theater
groups for six weeks ata time to teach
actinq. directinq and theatrical skills.
Ms. ThoO""!DSOn feels that her
experience as director for the past
year has been a leaming one.

said.
"Through Mrs. Calvert's diary,
we know how she spent her days,
who she spent them INith, and how
she felt about it." Mrs. Smith said.
"Growing Up VJC!orian: A Kentucky Childhood" was funded by a
grant from the National Foundation
for the Humanities with matching
funds from Western Kentucky University and will be on display in gallery
B of the Museum for the nexl five
years.
The exhibit gives details about
life in the Victorian era that is excluded from history books. Using artifacts
and real-life accounts. the Kentucky
Museum has done more than revive a
memory: it has brought the Victorian
era to life.
Dwayne Vick

" I've always been an actress,
never a director. But I've learned
much more than they (theater
groups) have," she said.
The dedication of the actors
impressed Ms. Thompson. "These
people work at regular jobs all day
and work here all night. It's amazing
how much more emotionally involved I get with these people." she
said. "I've worked with a lot of profeSSionals , but that's their job. These
people do it on their own."
Mindy Jessup
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"Stretch up, 2, 3, 4. Stretch
down . 2, 3. 4."
About 25 women dressed in leotards, leg warmers, and sneakers,
from high school age to 60, "aerobicize" to the sound of Eddie Rabbitt's
"I Love The Rainy Nights" as an
instructor calls out directions.
In another area of the health
club. two housewives are measured
and weighed as a nurse confesses
how guilty she feels for eating pizza
the night before.
Scenes like this are becoming
more common-place as shaping up
becomes increasingly popular in
Bowling Green.
"There seems to be a fitness
craze in Bowling Green. Everyone
wants to shape up and look good,"
said Ella "'I nes. an instructor at Total
Woman itness Center.
BeHne
Gently,
assistant
manager 01 .... lympic Fitness Center in
Bowling (' ~ ~en, said people who
work out <'I< the spa come not only to
get in shape but to decrease health
problems.
"People who have a history of
heart disease or who are under a lot of
stress exercise because it helps relieve
these problems. When you exercise
regularly, your heart has to work less
hard to work out stress, and your
blood pressure is regulated," Ms.
Gentry said.
Exercise also helps to retard the
aging process. "At about the middle
30' s the muscles begin to lose flexi bility and they start to spread; hence,
'the middle age spread.' Exercise can
prolong or prevent this," Ms. Gentry
said.
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haping Up
Men and women come to Olympic Fitness Center. The center is open
Monday. Wednesday and Friday for
women only and Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday for men only.
Men are attracted to the center
because no other club in the area
offers them the same exercise
facilities,
"[t's easier for me to come here
than to exercise on my own. I can
come here, work out for an hour and
feel great about myself. It would be
hard for me to get motivated 10 run or
jog. This way it dO€sn'tseem like hard
work. It' s fun! "said David Werner, a
member of Ihe spa.
[n the spa's Pool, men and women
can do .aquatic exercises.
These exercises help relieve
arthritis, bursitis, and other joint disorders. according to Ms. Gentry.
"Studies have shown that there
is an increase in work productivity
and a decrease in absenteeism when
employees exercise on a regular
basis," she said.
Betty Banks, 47. a regular at the
club, enjoys the social as well as the
physical benefits of being a member.
"I come here because I have
such a good time and [get a 900d ex-

by Karen Cheser

Photos by Karen Cheser
and Camille Forrester
ercise workout," Ms. Banks said.
Ms. Jones said Total Woman
Fitness Center encourages their
members 10 eat sensibly along wilh
their exercise plan.
"We give our ladies advisement
on changing their whole way of eating
rather than recommending fad diets.
That way people are more likely to
maintain a good shape and weight."
Ms. Jones said. "Ladies will come in
and be very proud of having nothing
all day except a glass of juice. [ ask
them 'Do you know what yoyr body's
missing from just one glass of juice?"
Many women make exercise a
part of their daily routine, They come
during their lunch hour or after work.
For this reason. many spas have a
vanity area with blowdriers and
curling irons.
At least three aerobics classes are
conducted every night at Bowling
Green clubs.
Other impromptu groups can be

Bowling Grccn re.,idcll/s have fOllllll
a varie ty or wuys to shape 11[1.
Weigh /lii /hllg, telwis alJd aerobics
areJ!u / afew.

found i
houses. and

community centers

getting fit to the sounds of workout

albums by Jane Fonda, Richard
Simmons, and Carol HenseL
"Make it bum," encourages the
voice of Jane Fonda from an album as
30 women strive to do just one more
sit-up.
O ne 70-year-old man jogs three
miles a day around Western's
campus. He starts his daily routine at
6a.m.
"I had a heart a ttack about 10
years ago. and I started running after
that. My heart rate returned to nonnal
and I definitely think I' ll live longer
because of it," he said.
Jackie Vier, a 21-year-old
Western student, runs five or six miles
every morning before classes. "It
makes me feel better all day long. I
have more energy than before [
started running," she said.
Bowling Green residents a re also

";:::~~I,~to
i
i
'. Surprisingly.

p

women are,

becoming lncreasingly involved
in weightlifting.
"I think it began with the Bo
D erek thing. EverybOOy wants to be a
'10'," one female weightlifting en-

thusiast said.
Dr. Lany Lov.re of Nautilus in
Bowling Green, said a wide range of
people from housewives to FBI employees work out a t the center.
"We get Ph.D. '5, fa ctory
workers, executives, people in and
the medical profession. ,"They come for many reasons.
to increase their stamina. to be better
at sports, to be more presentable. to
lose fat or to eliminate body pain," he

said.
Lowe and his wife, Dana. one o f
the few fem ale gym owner/ managers
in the country, have published
numerous articles in national body-

building magazines, including "Body

and Power".
Many men who are sportsmen
come to Nautilus to keep or better
their sports skills. They will increase
their stamina and strength by working
out with our supervised plan," Lowe
said.
Another way people get in shape
is by playing racquetball. This sport is
big in Bowling Green, especially since
the tum o f the decade. In fact.
Bowling Green had the largest
racquetbal! tournament in the state
last year.
"We had people come from five
or six states to the tournament. " said
Rich Jacka\. assistant manager of
Lovers' Lane Racquetball Club.
The club is especially busy after 5
p.rn. Around this hour many businessmen can be seen exchanging
their pinstripe suits for shorts. T-shirts
and headbands as they head for the
courts.
People are appredating their
bodies more, wanting to make the
most of themselves, being the best
they can be.
From aerobics to aquatics, tennis
to track. weightlifting to racquetball,
Bowling Green residents are "getting
physical" and shaping up.
Spril1!-:ISlImmer ·83
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Cuisine
Til e re:;(llllrant directory is {/
nell' addiliQn 10 Bowlin!! Cn'ell

Mag azine. We hope 10 spotlight
variOllS restaurallls within the community throllghout each addition.
Dill'

to .\'{m ce limitation.s. re.\'UlII-

rants and dubs Ii!ited il/ this (lireclory are confined to those e.\'fah!ishII/ems which h(l vl! chosen

vertise in 'he magazine.
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Express, DC - Diners ell/h.
BONANZA FAMILY RESTAUR~
ANT. 2920 Scottsville Rd., 781 ·
3018.
Family steakhouse offering a variety
of steaks and seafood. A 68 item
Freshtastiks food bar is also featured.
$1.99 - $6.99 Open 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Sat - Thurs, 11 a. m. - 10 p. m. Fri. Sun. Wheelchair accessible. No credit
cards or checks accepted.
CASABLANCA BAR & CAFE.
1632 31 -W By Pa». 781 -3093.
NostalgiC 1940's atmosphere offering
soft lighting and slow moving ceiling

fans; casual dress. Specialties include
the Bogie Burger and other sandwiches. Special cocktails such as
Marguritas and Lazios, a special
Bloody Mary, are featured nightly.
Happy hour is 5 p.m. - 7 p .m .. Mon. Fri. Entertainment includes live
comedy on Monday nights. Music-lV
on Tuesdays and live bands
Wednesday
Sat. Wheelchair
accessible. Open4p.m. - 1 a.m. Mon.
- Fri. and 5 p.m. - Midnight Saturday.
Menu ranges from $ 1.95 - $5.25.
MC, \0. AE. No checks.
DOMINOS PIZZA. 1505 31-W By
Pass, 781-6063 and 1383 Center St..
781-9494
Delivery and carry out service only.
Pizzas range from a small cheese at
$4 .88 to a price destroyer at $13.65.
All orders receive free cokes. Open 11
a.m. - 1:30 a.m. Mon. - Thurs.. 11
a.m. - 2:30 a.m., Fri. & Sat.. Noon
1:30 a.m. Sun. No credit cards.
MAIN EVENT, I1arren River Rd.,
782·8036.
Attractive combination of dining and
nightclubing. Soul food dishes are
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served with specialties of chicken and
barbeque. Lunch is served 11 a.m.-2
p .m. Dinner time is 6p.m. - 11 p.m. ,
with happy hour from 4 p. m. - 6 p.m.
Mon. - Fri. live entertainment is fea tured on special nights. $2.25 $ 10.25. No credit cards accepted.
MAR IAHS 1818, 801 StateSt. , 8426878.
Unique decor situated in Bowling
Green's oldest brick house. The
upstairs dining room features a forma l
atmosphere, while downstairs resembles an old house with nostalgic
paintings and pictures. Specialties
include appetizers, chicken and filets
served everyday from 11 a. m. - 10
p.m. on weekdays and Sunday. 11
a. m. - 11 p. m. on weekends. The bar
remains open until 1 a. m. Happy
hour is served every aftemoon from
3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. and Friday
evenings 10:00 p.m. - midnight.
Prices range from $2.95 - $11.95.
Reservations accepted, MC. VI, AE
RED CARPET lNN. Greenwood
Interchange, 781 -6610.
Attractive decor: casual dress. Specialties include steaks and seafood.
live entertainment with happy hour 5
p.m. - 8 p.m. every night. but
Sunday.
Wheelchair accessible.
$5.95 - $12.95. AE. MC. VI. DC
accepted.
RU NWAY 5, 2424 Airway Dr.. 8429634.
Informal setting offering a variety of
cocktails. Entertainment is featured
nightly with the Starlight Band. a high
energy top 40 group. Open 6 p.m. - 1
a.m .. Mon. - Sat. The club also
features the largest dance floor in
Bowling
Green.
Wheelchair
accessible. MC, VI AE acce ted.

The perfect place
lor parties, banQuels, luncheons.
weddings. or any
group from 25 to
1.(xx). Host rooms
a~ailable lor smal~
er meetings.

Entertainment

A trip
The ambience is that of the
1940' s with forest green ceilings and
walls. flOUrishing plants. wicker furniture. wooden ceiling fans and plenty
o f glowing candlelight One might
expect Humphrey Bogart to walk in at
any moment. The owners said they
watched the film 30 times to get ideas
for the image. The decor is centered
around the movie Casablanca.
Bowling Green has a new zing in
the realm of nighttime entertainment
Casablanca, 1632 U.S. Highway 31W By Pass. has been open for less
than a year and is already considered
one of the hottest night spots in town.
According to part-owner Dennis
Smith "There's ak.vays something
going on."
Each night a different type: of
entertainment is offered. Casablanca
caters to all ages.
For the first time Bowling Green
has been treated to stand-up comedy.
Every Monday night Casablanca
brings in comedians from coast to
coast. Some of the comics featured at
Casablanca have perlormed in such
prestigious clubs as Catch A Rising
Star in New York City and Improvisations in Los Angeles. The comedians have been received well and
draw a good crowd.
" It is an educational experience
for both the crowd and the entertainers because we' ve never had stand-

is Bowling
Green's ma jor
Convention
Ce nter

Phone 781-6610
Live Entertainment Nightly by Liberation
1-65 at Scottsville Rd: Greenwood Interchange at the Airport-Bowling Green

back to the '40s
ups before," Smith said.

seasonings.

Tuesday is local night where
bands from Bowling Green play and
fans pack Casablanca. To finish out
the week. bands from surrounding
stales aTe featured Wednesday
through Saturday nights. The diversL-

Waitress Marisa Mazzoli has
combines turkey. ham and cheeses to been with Casablanca since they
satisfy the hungry. Shrimp and oy- opened last August. she said. "We 've
sters a re shipped in regularly to assure been through lots of changes and it's
fresh seafood. Specialty drinks been fun watching the place grOlAl."
Debbie Miller has also been with
include the Play it Again Sam and
Casablanca since thev opened. Ms.
Laszlo's Escape.
One might think that with such a Miller said, " I think Casablanca is just
crowd waitresses would get discour- what Bowling Green needs - a place
aged, but Julie Harkins, a waitress, that's classy yet a lot of fun."
It takes a mixture of new entersaid, ''The atmosphere is nice. and
the management is good." Ms. Har- tainment. good focx:i. a comfortable
kins has worked in several local res- atmosphere and innovation to create
such a place. and Casablanca has
taurants and bars.
" I have one night off a week. and done it.
So. " Here's looking at you.
I usually end up here. I enjoy myself
Casablanca."
when I'm here," she said.
Bartender Joe James looked
very content behind the bar. "Sometimes it gets so crazy back here you
wish you were anyo..vhere else" he

fication of music ranges from blues to

lOp 40' s. Jazz. easy rock and 60' s
music keeps the crO\Ald coming back
for more.

Casablanca goes a step further
than entertainment. Western Kentucky University students are allO\AJed
to use their facilities for fashion shows.

photography assignments. and fraternity functions to name a few.
Brunch is only one of their

speclalties. Casablanca prides itself
on its extensive menu. The Bogey

burger is a tantalizing meal of beef.
cheese, mushroom gravy and

The

Flying Tiger is

said.

another big seller. This chicken dish
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Try Our Sunday Brunch 11-3

JCPenney
Greenwood
Mall
En}oy The Best
T"ste The Difference

843·4331
Bowling Green

Bonanza Sirloin Pit

start coming in to play pool and to discuss crops, families and general happenings around town. Near lunch
mesh of people from farmers to law- time, the crowd thickens and it's diffiyers, and on any given day, the cult to find a seat in the small restauDeputy Sheriff, enjoy relaxing there rant that is a part of the recreation
center.
now.
Located across from the city
Guy's & Dolls Recreation Center has been a part of Bowling Green courthouse, Guy's & Dolls has an essince 1968 and many of the men who tablished lunch clientele. Many local
play pool there have been doing so businessmen say· it has the best food
in town.
since the day it opened.
"After a big lunch, a game of
Smoke hovers over the worn
pool tables as men carefully take aim pool makes work easier to go back
to send a billiard ball spinning. These. to," said Jackie Smitt, owner of Guy's

What used to be the hang out for
Western students is now a place that
caters to a different kind of crowd. A

are older men retired from their once

& Dolls.

everyday chores.
"A lot of these old guys, ii's all
they've got to do," said Lany
Duncan. Duncan is a construction
worker who likes to spend time in
Guy's & Dolls when business is slow.
There are t\.VO sections o f pool
tables in the recreation center. There
is a row of tables in the main part of
the center and another row of tables
in a room that is a step up from the
main room. The best tables are those
on the lower level, according to the
men who play there.
As early as 6:00 a. m., people

There is such an array of people
and such a large crowd that frequents
the recreation center that it seems as
though there might be a periodic a rgument or two. HOVJeVer, Smilt said,
" ) don't tolerate trouble."
No alcoholic beverages a're
allowed at the center because according to Smitt, "Liquor leads to
trouble."
Guy's & Dolls is more than just
another recreation center - it provides
pool, food and, more than anything
else, it provides companionship.
Molly Bo!?d(/!I (lnd Jennifer Gibson

2tZQ koltJ.1I11 ROl d
BowIlno G.-I", I(Y 12101

781 -3018
Party Room Available

The Main Event

J fj

1260 Barren River Road
Bowling Green
782-8036

}.ten XlI/her 10 plllY 1)001. ~'lIIok(' 1I cil!arl'tl l' (IIullalk abolillhe day's evenls
recN'alion cel!lernll 10lh SI. (I'll oto by Ster;e LOII'r y)
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The movies come home
The room smells of popcorn as
the lights are dimmed and the show
begins. No, ii's not a night on the
town. It's a night at home with the

Watson family.
"Our family is staying home

more and more these days and
watching lV," Diane Watson, a
sophomore at Western Kentucky
University said. And who could blame
them? With the cost of going out to
the movies on the rise, many Ameri-

cans have turned to home video,
Although cable television is a

pleasant change from regular network scheduling, oo.rning a video
cassette recorder can add even more
variety. With a VCR. it is possible to

see movies that are not at the box
office, not on cable, and sometimes
no longer in print. They are as dose as
the nearest video retailer.
Three dealers in Bowling Green.
Audio Center, McGown lV, and
Video Station stock movies. All three
have some type of movie dub
through which movies may be rented.
Memberships in the dubs range from
$35-100. Both yearly and lifetime
memberships are offered.
Movies cannot be rented without
a dub membership, and prices to
members range from $2.50 to $5 per
movie at each store, depending on
quantity. (The second movie is
cheaper than the first) Most movies
rent on a three day basis.
" Movieland" at McGown lV
has over 300 movies in stock. A
spokesman for McGown's. Greg
Mallory. said that flexibility is a major
advantage o f rental movies.
"You can take home three
movies on the weekend. watch one
on Friday night with your family. another Saturday with friends. and the
third Sunday - all at your own convenience. Unlike the movie channels, you can view movies as many
times as you want as well as replay or
stop action if you miss S0mething or
leave the room," Mallory said.

According to Harold McKee of
Audio Center, a VCR can run from
$499 to over $1000 depending on
special features, brand and capacity.
" The initial investment for a
video recorder is greater than going
out, but it is diversified by the unlimit·
ed capabilities the user has to record
movies, buy a camera, make his own
movies and program his own show
times. "
Video Station deals smctly with
rental movies, recorders and games.
Jeff Boswell, a salesperson at the
Video Station which has a store in
Bowling Green and one in OI.vensboro said his store has a package rental plan.
"You can take home three movies and a video recorder for three days
all for $20."
Audio Center has a similar plan.

I ~;;c.\
It rents 5 movies and a recorder for
three days al $29.95,
As Harold Mckee of Audio
Center talked about his store and the
home video movement. he paused,
shook his head and then said, " ]
know a lot of people think that all the
nostalgia of going out to the movies is
gone, but it looks like home video is
the theater of the future."

Carol Gllermey

Step into Casablanca and step into
the elegance o f another era.
Enjoy fine wines or your
favorite light meal w~)ilp
listen ing to the finest
entertainment there is
to offer.
Casablanca. It's on
experience you'l l long
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